Abstract. We study the family of curves F m (p) : x p + y p = m, where p is an odd prime and m is a pth power free integer. We prove some results about distribution of root numbers of the L-functions of the hyperelliptic curves associated to the F m (p). As a corollary we obtain that the jacobians of the curves F m (5) with even analytic rank and those with odd analytic rank are equally distributed.
Introduction
Let E be an elliptic curve over Q given by the equation y 2 = x 3 + ax + b (a, b ∈ Z). If d is a squarefree integer, then we define the d th quadratic twist E d of E to be the elliptic curve defined by the equation dy 2 = x 3 + ax + b. It is widely expected that for a given E the set of squarefree integers d such that rank (E d (Q)) = 0 has the positive density, but this is only known for special cases. Such an expectation follows, under the Riemann hypothesis, from the work of Iwaniec and Sarnak [5] . Conditional results in a more general situations (including abelian varieties) are also proved in [2] . One can consider other families of elliptic curves (or abelian varieties) as well.
In general it is very difficult to calculate the rank of any specific elliptic curve (or abelian variety). It is much easier to treat the global root number ε(A) of an abelian variety over Q. Let us recall that the parity conjecture states that ε(A) = (−1) r A , where r A denotes the rank of Q-points of A. Mai showed in his article [6] that the set of cubefree natural numbers m for which the root number of E m : x 3 + y 3 = m is positive, has density 1/2. The parity conjecture implies that in this family (of cubic twists of the Fermat curve x 3 + y 3 = 1) the rank of Q-points of E m is even for a half of cubefree natural numbers m.
In this article we will generalize the result of Mai for the family of curves F m (5) : x 5 + y 5 = m (Corollary 2). According to the referee suggestion, we will include the proof of a more general result (Theorem 1). The remaining part of the introduction contains definitions and constructions leading to the formulation of this result. We will consider the curve F m (p) :
The curves C m,(p−1)/2 (p) and C m,p−2 (p) are birationally equivalent; the appro-
. We define for s = 1, ..., p − 2 the maps
The map φ m,s induces the well-defined map J m (p) → J m,s (p) between the corresponding jacobians. Similarly as in [3] , [4] we obtain the isogeny defined over Q
In particular, the problem of computation the rank of J m (5) (Q) reduces to calculation the ranks of
in the equation of C m,1 (p) we obtain the hyperelliptic curves:
We assume that m is a pth power free positive integer and p m.
Proof of the main result
Using the results of [8] we can calculate the sign of the functional equation of L- Proof of Theorem 1 breaks into few lemmas.
Lemma 3 For any Dirichlet character χ of the conductor k we have
where 
p (therefore for squarefree not divisible by p number x we have ψ (x) = (−1) τ p (x) ). Let χ a be the principal character modulo 2a, i.e. χ a (b) = 1, if (2a, b) = 1 and 0 otherwise. Then
The last innermost sum can be written in the form
Now we use the Pólya-Vinogradov inequality: "If χ is the primitive character
Next by using the known estimation
X , where γ ≈ 0, 577 is the Euler constant, we obtain successively
Lemma 4
The set N (p) has a positive density in the set of natural numbers.
Proof. Let p n denotes nth prime. We consider the sequence (a n )
Then (a n , a k ) = 1 for n = k, N (p) = {m ∈ N : a k m for every k} and the series n∈N 1 a n converges. Recall that by theorem 2.18 in [7] we obtain that the set N (p)
has the density
Proof. The result follows from the lemma 3: Q) ) ≥ 6. This happens e.g. for m = 33. In [1] we prove that the unboundedness of ranks in the family J m (5) (Q) is equivalent to the divergence of certain infinite series.
